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Introduction
As the academic year 2015/16 comes to a close we can look back at
many successes and look forward to new challenges and opportunities for the Baltic University Programme. The spring 2016 was the
first semester for a so-called “presidency”, that is country responsibility, for our activities. Latvia was first.
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A large event in April in Ratnieki, a universityowned estate northeast of Riga, gathered not
only some 60 students for a students’ conference but also all BUP centre directors as well as
the whole BUP International Board. It was the
first time ever the Board met outside Uppsala
and also the first time it met the entire group of
centre directors. The Board members were very
happy to see more of BUP in action. The Latvian
group, with Assoc. Prof. Kristine Abolina in the
lead, got much appreciation and praise for the
content of the conference and organisation
which worked extremely well, as well as for the
selection of the place with its very long tradition
of sustainability, even before it was called so.

Kristine Abolina is thanked for her extraordinary contributions to the BUP
Photo: Lars Rydén.

We also used the opportunity to thank Kristina Abolina for her dedicated work, her contribution and support to the network during her
years as the BUP Director for the BUP Latvian Center. We welcome
Assoc. Prof. Dzineta Dimante who took over her responsibility from
April this year.
A main concern for the meeting was to develop visions and strategies for our future and the debate was intensive and constructive.
The results are collected and will be published in the fall.
The 25-year celebration of the Baltic University Programme this year
will culminate in October in Rogów, outside Lodz in Poland, where we
have been many times before. We are grateful to the Lodz Associated Secretariat for hosting this event, and the Turku Associated Secretariat for organising the Teachers’ Conference and Centres Meeting
which are both scheduled for this occasion (23-26 October). We all
look forward to a spectacular celebration and hope to see many of
our members in Rogow in October. You are all very welcome!
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The entire month of October will be the culmination of the 25-year
celebration and all universities, especially national centres, are encouraged to organise events. These may be seminars, exhibits, book
displays, film evenings, discussions etc. There is much materials and
those who needs supports from us at Uppsala University please send
a mail and we will help.
We all know by now the serious concern for climate change we all
need to face.
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On June 7 the Uppsala BUP Secretariat organised a seminar called “The Road from Paris” with
Anders Wijkman, co-president of Club of Rome and chairperson in the Swedish Committee for
Natural Protection and Climate Change as main speaker together with Björn Sigurdson, Climate strategist at Uppsala City. Municipalities all over the world are today the main actors in
practical change to combat climate change. Uppsala intends to be fossil fuel-free by 2030 and
climate positive at 2050.
The climate conference, which originally was planned for Uppsala, will take place in Malmö on
30th of November to 2nd of December 2016. BUP will cooperate with Malmö City, Lund University IIIEE, the Union of Baltic Cities UBC, and the Climate KIC (Knowledge and Innovation
Centre). The conference will be announced as this Newsletter is published. Teachers and scientists from the BUP member universities are invited to take part without any costs as it is
counted as a BUP research conference. There will be opportunities to give presentations and
communicate papers as for all BUP research conferences.
I thus may conclude by thanking you all for contributions during the past academic year and
wish you all back for an even more intense and interesting coming year 2016/17. There are
many important tasks for us to secure a good future for the Baltic Sea region. We are all
needed to make it happen!

Have a nice summer!
Lars Rydén
Director

Upcoming Events
2016
July
30 Jun – 7 SAIL for Teachers (Stavanger – Antwerp)

14 — 28

August
SAIL for Students (La Coruña—Blyth)

September
27 —1 Oct The Energy Water Sustainable Development Nexus in
the Baltic Sea Region. Wroclaw, Poland.

23—26

October
Teachers Autumn Conference. Rogów, Poland.

November
21
BUP Board Meeting, Uppsala, Sweden.
28—2 Dec PhD Students’ Conference, Rogów, Poland.
30—2 Dec Sustainable City Development, Malmö, Sweden

Note: The dates for the events may
change.
For further and latest information
on the upcoming events please see
the BUP Calendar and List of
Events.

Programs, presentations and other
materials from earlier BUP events
are possible to download from the
Presentations section of the web
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Alexander Fehér receives the
Award of the Minister of Environment
We congratulate Assoc. Prof. Alexander Fehér from Slovak
University of Agriculture in Nitra, the Baltic University Programme
Center Director for Slovakia, for his prize for contribution to the
environment!
Slovak Environment Minister Laszlo Sólymos awarded 32 individuals and two teams for their contribution to the environment, including Doc. Ing. Alexander Fehér, PhD., Department of Sustainable Development of the Faculty of European Studies and Regional Development of Slovak University of Agriculture in Nitra.
As an award winning expert from SUA in Nitra doc. Alexander
Fehér is dedicated to research, education and training in the field
of sustainable use of agricultural land, he deals with issues of biodiversity of flora and ethno-ecology. At the same time he is acting for eight years as a director of the National Center of the Baltic University Programme at SUA in Nitra with the scope throughout the whole Slovakia.

Alexander Fehér receives the Environment Prize
from the hands of the Slovak Minister of the Environment.

The awards were distributed at a ceremony that took place on
June 7 at the premises of Moyzes Hall at Comenius University in Bratislava.

The awards are an expression of gratitude for outstanding achievements and significant contribution to the environmental protection and the development of environmental awareness.
The Award of the Minister of Environment is awarded as non-financial honorary award for outstanding achievements and longstanding contribution to environmental care and environmental development since 1999. The ceremony is held annually on the occasion of World Environment Day.

BUP 25 Years
In preparation for the upcoming BUP 25 year celebration in Rogów later this year you may
learn more about the history of the BUP and the many changes since the
beginning of the university network on these links:
Film — Films produced by BUP. Some of the films are marked BUP25 and
highlights the first 25 years.
Timeline — A short history and development of the BUP.
Photos — Some photos of all sorts of BUP activities from the very beginning of the network up to today.

SAIL 20 Years!
In 1996 the first sailing with students and teachers onboard a Polish tall
ship was organised by Maria Hejna. This activity has since developed into
the unique, well-known and appreciated SAIL courses both for students
and teachers. More on this in the next issue of the BUP Newsletter.
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European Maritime Day 2016
Christian Andersson, Baltic University Programme, Uppsala University
This year the annual European Maritime Day (EMD) was held in the Logomo
Conference Centre in Turku, Finland the 18 - 20 May. At the first morning of
the conference, BUP Finland organised a workshop with the title "Capacity
Development in Maritime Spatial Planning" . The w orkshop drew
some 80 participants. After a few welcoming words by Paula Lindroos
followed a short presentation of the BUP by Sinikka Suomalainen.
Prof. Jacek Zaucha, Maritime Institute in Gdansk held the introductory lecture. He raised the questions: What is Maritime Spatial Planning? and How to
teach Maritime Spatial Planning?
As an example, teachers and students from Åbo Akademi University and Turku University presented some of the content of their joint course Marine and
Coastal Spatial Planning.
After the lecture and the presentations followed lively group discussions with
many active participants. The result of the group discussions have been
compiled and published in a short report.
Interestingly the BUP workshop was followed by another workshop organised
by the UK Marine Management Organisation entitled “Maritime Spatial Planning for Real—What Difference Does it Make? A conclusion from this workshop was the same as was mentioned during the MSP course organised by
BUP a few years ago namely that planning is a learning experience. Often in
unexpected areas.
In an other workshop the possibilities to harness offshore renewable energy
were discussed. The actual examples included tidal power stations along the
coasts of Britain, France and Canada, floating windmills and two wave energy projects.
The theme for the whole EMD conference was “Investing in competitive blue
growth—Smart and sustainable solutions” and was investigated by a number
of workshops and lectures during the two days. The Irish Vice Admiral and
Chief of Staff Defence Forces Ireland Mark Mellet gave a talk with strong emphasis on the governance of the sea and the importance of protection of
maritime natural resources for a sustainable development.
One of the many active participants in the conference was the EU Commissioner Karmenu Vella from Malta. He summarized the conference with the
words: “Now we need to move to the next level, and encourage blue growth
more systematically”.
The conference drew about 1,100 participants. Some of the student participants in the meeting sailed from the Maritime University of Szczecin, Poland
with their own training and research vessel Nawigator XXI. The Maritime
University of Szczecin is a BUP member university.
You may download a comprehensive summary of the whole conference, the
presentations from the workshop and also Paula Lindroos’ Report on the workshop.
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National Ecosystem Service Indicators:
Measures of Social–ecological Sustainability
Laura Mononen, Finnish Environment Institute & University of Eastern Finland
Joensuu, Finland
A framework for ecosystem service indicators was
developed for measuring and monitoring the state
and trends of ecosystems and their services. The
updated results are reported in
www.biodiversity.fi/ecosystemservices and in the
recent publication National ecosystem service indicators: Measures of social–ecological sustainability. The indicators w ere developed for 28
ecosystem services that were considered being the
most relevant in Finland today. The ecosystem services follow the Common International Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES) by dividing
them into general categories of provisioning, regulating and maintenance and cultural services. The
CICES classification is also followed in the website.
The so called Cascade model was applied to add
transparency to the chain of ecosystem service delivery from biophysical prerequisites to inputs of human well-being. The Cascade model divides ecosystem service flow to five steps: structure, function, ecosystem service, benefit and
value. In the end, we defined indicators for four steps of ecosystem service flow by taking the
ecosystem service from the middle of the cascade as an umbrella term for the remaining
steps of the flow (see Figure).
As a result, altogether 112 ecosystem service indicators were developed for the framework.
The structure indicators define the extent of the required habitats or organisms that are
needed for ecosystem functioning whereas the function indicators include the time dimension
and describes the rate of ecosystem functioning e.g. productivity. The benefit indicators define how much of the ecosystem service have been taken into use, e.g. how much berries
have been collected from forests or seen as improved soil quality. All ecosystem services are
considered to have economic, social, health and intrinsic value and therefore the value indicators have four sections. Majority of the indicators are presented numerically but for some of
them that was not considered reasonable and only descriptions have been used instead.
This work supports the global and EU level aims of halting the biodiversity loss and degradation of ecosystem services (Convention on Biological Diversity; EU Biodiversity Strategy) by
monitoring the trends of ecosystem extents and conditions and their ability to provision ecosystem services. The website also promotes the awareness of the ecosystems’ role for human
well-being. Recently launched national MAES (Mapping and Assessment on Ecosystems and
their Services) network is taking steps forward by bringing together the national experts on
ecosystem services to assess also the spatial distribution of ecosystem services in Finland to
increase the knowledge on sustainable use of our surrounding environment.
The publication is an outcome of the national ecosystem indicator project that was conducted
in Finland by the Finnish Environment Institute with financial support from the Ministry of the
Environment.
Reference: Mononen, L., Auvinen, A.P., Ahokumpu, A.L., Rönkä, M., Aarras, N., Tolvanen, H.,
Kamppinen, M., Viirret, E., Kumpula, T. and Vihervaara, P., 2016. National ecosystem service
indicators: Measures of social–ecological sustainability. Ecological Indicators, 61, pp.27-37.
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The Road From Paris
Christian Andersson, Baltic University Programme, Uppsala University
This seminar was first announced as a conference but
was later reorganised to a public half-day seminar the
7th June 2016 in Uppsala.
The first speaker Anders Wijkman is a well-known Swedish politician. He is now one of two co-presidents of
the Club of Rome. He is also the chairman of the all
party Committee on Environmental Objectives in the
Swedish parliament
In the presentation ”How Sweden can be fossil-free
in 2045” he pointed out that we have entered the Anthropocene and that the human made climate change is
a serious long-term threat to humanity. We are on the
path of a 3-4C warming which translates into stronger
and more frequent extreme weather situations, sea level rise, ocean acidification and ultimately lower food
production. In addition lower latitudes will become nasty places, hot and dry, to live.
To remedy this situation and keep the global warming
below 2C we need to cut down on the global annual
CO2 emissions by 6.2% per year. And that is what the
Paris agreement deals with. However, little is said
about how to reach the objectives. But in general the
spirit is optimistic, the use of coal is shrinking while investments in renewable energy is increasing. Many big
companies are also positive as are hundreds of cities.
In Sweden the Committee on Environmental Objectives
has suggested that a climate law will be enacted, that
zero emissions should be reached no later than 2045
and that a climate action plan should be renewed by
the government every four years and finally also to establish a Climate Change Committee to
have oversight role and, in particular, guarantee that all sectors work in the same direction
In the second part of the seminar Björn Sigurdson at Uppsala municipality talked about his
work with the Uppsala Climate Protocol a network of major industries, authorities and the
universities in Uppsala. The goal is to make Uppsala fossil fuel free by 2030 and that the total
emissions of greenhouse gasses should be close to zero in 2040 and even negative in 2050.
During the years 2012-2015 the goal was to lower the CO2 emissions by 4.5% but in reality
it showed that the emissions decreased by 11%. The goal for the year 2020 is that Uppsala
should only use renewable energy for its heating needs. Another goal is to increase the
amount of captured solar energy. In 2020 it is expected that 30 MW solar energy will be an
installed and by 2030 about 100 MW. The plan for municipality vehicles is that they should be
fossil fuel free from 2020 and that all municipality transport should be fossil fuel free by
2023. Finally also the municipality should become more energy efficient so that it will be possible to lower the municipality’s energy consumption with 25% by the year 2020.
In the concluding discussion the question was put forward: “Why not create an international
network of university cities that could be leaders of the work to diminish CO2 emissions. As it
is in these cities the competence and expertise in sustainable development is found”. Yes,
why not?
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Short News
A Survey on Climate Change Education
Research shows that climate change will have a major cost to our economies if we do not act immediately to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
adapt to the changes that are already happening. This means that many
educational programmes which have not traditionally examined the implications of climate change will need to include it in their curricula. For this reason, researchers from the University of Latvia seek to understand how
much climate change related information and skills about adaptation and
mitigation is included in economics and business study programmes.
We need students who are graduating in 2016 (from the undergraduate or graduate level) to
help us. Please submit your answers until 21 June, 2016. The survey consists of 11-13 questions and will take just 5 minutes to fill out. All answers will be anonymous and confidential:
www.visidati.lv/aptauja/1194581877/.
For further information please contact Prof. Dzineta Dimante.

BUP Award for Best PhD Thesis
The Baltic University Programme (BUP) award for the best PhD thesis supports high quality research promoting sustainable development.

The BUP award is a distinction given to the author of what is judged to be
the best PhD work defended at any of the universities belonging to the Baltic University Programme during the previous calendar year. Each submitted
thesis will be assessed based on its novelty, value for promoting sustainable
development and its quality within the context of the author’s own specific
field. PhD theses in all research fields, from humanities to technology, are
welcome.
For all details regarding the award please see BUP Award for Best PhD Thesis 2015.
Deadline for applications: 1 July 2016.

The 2015 winner of the best PhD
thesis Ikenna Anugwon, Åbo Akademi University.

BUP Small Research Grant
The Small Research Grant is intended to support and promote sustainability research and
innovation among students and young scholars from BUP member universities.
The Small Grants Programme intends to strengthen BUP profile as a platform for promoting innovative ideas in environmental research, with a special focus on creative implementations of sustainable development. The grant winners will be invited to present their
projects at a BUP conference, as an opportunity to disseminate their ideas and create intra-network cooperation.
For detail regarding the application please see: BUP Small Research Grant.
Deadline for applications: 4 July 2016.
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The 2015 winner
of the grant: Natalya Shepeleva,
Belarusian State
Technological
University

Swedish International Global Action Programme on ESD
1st Swedish International Global Action Programme on ESD Conference
and the
9th Biennial Meeting of the International Network of Teacher Education Institutions associated w ith the UNESCO Chair on Reorienting Teacher Education to Address Sustainability
21 – 24 August 2016
Campus Gotland, Visby, Sweden
For more information please see the BUP web site.

Campus Gotland, Uppsala University.

BUP Summer Course 2016
The Energy Water Sustainable Development Nexus in the Baltic Sea Region
27th September — 1st October 2016
Wroclaw, Poland
The Summer Course is organised by the Baltic University Programme’s offices in Germany, in
cooperation with the projects “Baltic Flows” and “Baltic Energy Net” and Wroclaw School of
Banking.

Registrations are free of charges and selected students will have free accommodation and
lodging during the period of the summer course. Since places are limited, an early registration is strongly recommended.
For further details please contact the local organisers, as per the details in the Course Flyer.

Scientific Conference on Economics and Entrepreneurship
Riga Technical University 57th International Scientific Conference
Scientific Conference on Economics and Entrepreneurship (SCEE’2016)
29 - 30 September 2016
Riga, Latvia
For more information and registration please see the SCEE 2016 web site.

Transforming Spaces – Mastering Uncertainty
Annual Conference of the Centre for Baltic and East European Studies (CBEES)
Transforming Spaces – Mastering Uncertainty
1 - 2 December 2016
For further information please see: CBEES Annual Confrence 2016.

Södertörn University.
CC photo: Mats Eriksson.
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Dzineta Dimante
New Director of the BUP Centre for Latvia
The successor of Kristine Abolina as Director of the BUP Centre for Latvia is Dzineta Dimante.
This is her introduction of herself:
I am an Associate Professor at the Faculty of Economics and Management,
University of Latvia. My main research areas are sustainable development,
education for sustainable development, socially responsible entrepreneurship and ecosystem services valuation. I have 13 years teaching experience
in university. My study courses includes Environmental Economics, Natural
Resource Economics, Optimization Theory, Management of Balanced Development, Baltic Sea Region Development and Environment and others. From
2010 until 2016, I was Vice-dean for Research in the Faculty of Economics
and Management. I have participated in organizing several international and
local conferences. Before starting an academic career, I had 5 years practical job experience as an accountant.
I received my doctoral degree in economics at University of Latvia in 2007.
In 1993 I completed Diploma in Economics course at University of Cambridge, UK. As a Fulbright scholar, I have been visiting researcher at Hamline University, USA. I am a member of Green Economics Institute (UK),
Latvian Econometricians Association and CSR Latvia.

Dzineta Dimante.

I have been involved in Baltic University Programme events since 2008. I have participated
in SAIL for teachers in 2013, BUP teachers’ conference in 2015 and helped in organizing students’ conference in 2016. I have also encouraged several of my students to participate in
BUP events.
In my free time, I love travelling, sports activities in nature, attending opera, concerts and
theatre, and reading books.

Mariia Stronska
New International BUP Students' Representative
Currently I’m a student at Chernihiv University of Technology in Ukraine,
becoming master of Social and Law protection. At the university, I have
studied a course in English by BUP “Sustainable Development of Society”.
I’m also a Member of the Student Council, Head of Media Department. To
give the students tips about their possibilities and opportunities, I’m a Chief
Editor of the Students Newspaper “StudDni” (“Students Days”). There are
some other activities at university that I participate in: I represent students
in the Coordination Council of the Scientific Society; volunteer at the Student Service; Member of the national Debate club of Sustainable Development; facilitator in the trainings “Active citizen” from British Council.
Outside of university life it is important for me to provide people with information about sustainable development and how we influence the environment by our every day habits. For this reason, I’m a Regional Press Secretary of utility and energy programs (in Chernihiv and Sumy) in the Civic
Network OPORA. Topics which we deal with are: energy saving; clean energy; carbon dioxide emissions, the environment; the rates; structure of tariffs; raising tariffs; gas power; heating; water supply, sewerage; condominiums; property (buildings); corruption component in utility services; The Action Plan on Sustainable Development; energy development; social protection; ESCO (energy service contracts).

Mariia Stronska

Mariia was elected as student representative in the board at the student conference in
Ratnieki from April this year to April 2017. You may contact Mariia at masha.rru@mail.ru
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The BUP Newsletter
The BUP Newsletter publishes materials on the BUP, BUP activities, and on sustainable
development in the Baltic Sea Region. The newsletter is published four times per year and
distributed by e-mail through the BUP mailing-list. Comments, contributions, hints, tips, and
ideas are as always most welcome, please contact the editor: Christian Andersson.
The next issue of this newsletter is planned for September 2016.
All previous issues of the BUP Newsletter are available online

The BUP Mailing-list
The BUP mailing-list has about 1,500 subscribers and is a moderated list, i.e. all contributions
will be approved by a moderator before being published.
To send a message to the list write an email to the address: balticuniversity@lists.uu.se. If
the message is approved it will be sent to all subscribers. If the message is rejected by the
moderators it will not be sent.
BUP member universities are encouraged to make sure that their contact person is registered
on the mailing list. Contact Magnus Lehman for more information.

How to subscribe or unsubscribe to the BUP Newsletter
If you want to un-subscribe from the BUP mailing-list send an email to sympa@lists.uu.se
with an empty body. In the subject line you write:
SIGNOFF balticuniversity.
If you want to subscribe to the BUP mailing-list send an email to sympa@lists.uu.se with an
empty body. In the subject line you write: SIGNON balticuniversity.
Or contact Magnus Lehman at the BUP secretariat and he will help you.

The BUP Web Sites
Do not forget to visit our web sites every
now and then for the latest updates:
BUP SAIL
BUP in Finland
BUP on facebook

Please see also the associated web sites:
The Swedish Aral Sea Society
The Uzwater Project

St Hans (St John’s) fire in Kalsund, Austevoll, Norway. CC photo: Åsmund Heimark.
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